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ABSTRACT 
 

Moving towards deep submicron technologies, consideration for design margin will increase.  In 

these technologies, process variation will increase the requirements of design margins. Lower 

supply voltage and higher clock frequency will further alleviate the issue of design margin.  As 

technology progresses, STA (static timing analysis) is becoming a very important issue. With the 

increase in frequencies, there is a clear trend towards increasing setup and hold time violations. 

Thus, there is an increasing requirement of accurate and quick measurement techniques, to take 

care of all such requirements. Over reliance on tools for STA analysis can lead to inflexible 

designs. Off chip measurement techniques, such as spectrum analyzer, sampling oscilloscope and 

time interval analyzer measure delay but as the complexity of the system and chip integration 

increases, these off chip instruments become unviable. 

This dissertation discusses available techniques for on chip delay measurement. Several metrics, 

such as resolution, area and linearity have been compared. Furthermore, discussions on setup 

time violations are provided. Violation in setup time occurrence has been ingeniously used to 

predict the access time for data in NVM. (Non Volatile Memory). 
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1 POWER 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The current trend in the VLSI technology is towards high performance and energy efficient 

devices. Such requirements are often conflicting and warrant tradeoffs. Higher performance 

requires faster transistors but faster transistors would consume more power. Thus techniques to 

reduce power consumption become essential. 

Power in electrical circuit is the time rate of change of energy 

The instantaneous power absorbed or dissipated by a given element is equal to the multiplication 

of the current through the element and voltage across the element 

                                                                   (1)  

Since power is the time rate of change of energy, now in order to calculate energy over a time 

interval T, take the integral of (1). 

                   
 

 
                                                       (2) 

Now the Average Power over this interval will be given as  

      
      

 
               

 

 
                                         (3) 

Power dissipated in the resistor will be given as 

                                                                                   (4) 

Similarly the energy stored by the capacitor when it charges from 0 to V is given as  

                                                                              (5)  

When the input changes (VIN) from 1 to 0 PMOS turns on and it charges the load capacitance to                                                  

                                                                           (6)
 

On the other hand total energy supplied by the supply is 

                                                                           (7) 
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Equations (6) and (7) show that only half of the energy provided by the supply is being 

dissipated as heat and the other half of the energy is being stored in the capacitor. Now, when the 

when the input changes from logic low to logic high, the NMOS turns on and it discharges the 

output node to logic low. The energy stored in the load capacitor during the previous cycle is 

dissipated in the NMOS transistor and no energy is drawn from the supply during this transition 

as there is no path from VDD to Ground during this cycle. The transfer characteristics of CMOS 

inverter shows that there is a short period of time during which both NMOS and PMOS are ON 

and the current which flows during that time is called short circuit current.   

                                                                         

Figure 1: CMOS INVERTER                      Figure 2: Transfer Characteristics [1] 

                                                                  

TABLE 1: CMOS INVERTER OPERATION REGIONS [1] 

Let FSW be the switching frequency of the gate, then over the time interval T the gate will switch 

T*FSW times. Then average power dissipation will be given as  

     
 

 
                                                                         (8) 

Region Condition P Device N Device Output 

A 0≤Vin<VTN Linear Cutoff VDD 

B VTN≤Vin<V Linear Saturation VOUT≥VDD/2 

C Vin=VDD/2 Saturation Saturation VOUT drops 

sharply 

D VDD/2≤Vin≤VDD-

|VTP| 

Saturation Linear VOUT≤ VDD/2 

E Vin≥ VDD-|VTP| Cutoff Linear VOUT=0 
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This dissipated power is called the Dynamic Power since it happens due to the switching of load. 

The power dissipated due to the sub- threshold leakage through the OFF transistors, leakage 

through gate dielectric and junction leakage through source and drain diffusion is called Static 

Power. The total  power, which is the sum of static and dynamic power is calculated using (9)  

                                                               (9)  

 

1.2 DYNAMIC POWER 

Dynamic power dissipation occurs mainly due to the switching. The expression for the dynamic 

power is defined as (10) 

                                                                      (10)                                                                                                
 

Here α is the activity factor. 

1.3 TECHNIQUES TO REDUCE DYNAMIC POWER 

1. Clock Gating : Clock Gating is one of the techniques to reduce dynamic power dissipation. It 

is based upon the principle that sequential blocks do not require clock all the time. So during 

their idle mode if somehow clock gets stopped then in that case activity factor would be zero 

and thus according to equation (10) dynamic power would automatically get reduced to zero. 

Clock gating can be implemented by ANDING the clock with the ENABLE signal. 

2. Switching Capacitance: Switching capacitance occurs due to wires and transistors in a 

circuit. Device capacitance can reduced by using smaller sized transistors and by employing 

less number of logic-stages in a circuit. On the other hand wiring capacitance can be reduced 

by doing good floor-planning, placement and routing. 

3. Dynamic Voltage Scaling: Dynamic power shows a quadratic dependence on voltage. 

Lowering the voltage would significantly reduce the dynamic power dissipation. The circuit 

can be divided into multiple domains according to the amount of voltage it requires for 

proper functioning for example memory circuitry might require high voltage as it has to keep 

the memory cell stable on the other hand processor might require medium voltage where as 

low voltage is required for input output peripherals as they run at low speeds [1]. 
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4. Dynamic Frequency Scaling: Dynamic power dissipation has direct dependence on 

frequency. So avoid running circuits at higher frequencies other than necessary. Reduction in 

frequency enables use of smaller transistors as well as lower supply voltages. 

5. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling: Dynamic Voltage and Frequency scaling is 

nothing but the combination of previous two techniques. In this technique both voltage and 

frequency are getting scaled simultaneously. Reduce frequency to a point so that task gets 

completed on schedule and simultaneously reduce voltage to a minimum point sufficient to 

operate at that frequency. To implement the DVS system we need three components. 

1.   DVS Controller: DVS Controller will determine the supply voltage and frequency 

required to complete the task on schedule. It will take information about the workload 

from the system [1] 

2.   Core Logic: Core Logic is required to generate the specified clock frequency as per the 

information conveyed by the DVS Controller. For generating the specified clock 

frequency, the Core Logic might contain Phase Locked Loop or any other clock 

synchronizer [1]. 

3. Switching Voltage Regulator: Switching Voltage Regulator will be required to step up 

and step down the voltage as required by the DVS Controller. 

6. Short Circuit Current: Short circuit current, as discussed previously, will flow in a circuit and 

will lead to power dissipation when both NMOS and PMOS are on while the input switches. 

This problem will become worse when the input edge rates become slower as both NMOS 

and PMOS will be on for the large amount of time. However, the problem can be resolved by 

using a larger load capacitance because it will not allow output to switch to a higher value 

during the input transition. This leads to a small VDS across the transistor that is generating 

the short circuit current [1]. 

7. Resonant Circuits: Resonant Circuits reduces the switching power consumption by letting 

energy flow back and forth between the storage elements like capacitors and inductors rather 

than dumping energy to ground. This technique is best suited for applications that require the 

clock to operate at constant frequency. 

1.4 STATIC POWER 
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Static power is consumed even when there is no switching. It arises from sub-threshold, gate and 

junction leakage and due to contention current.   

1. Sub-Threshold Current 

This current flows in a transistor when it is supposed to be off and it is given by the equation 

(11). 

                                            (1-         )                           (11) 

Here, η is the DIBL effect coefficient, VT is thermal voltage, k represents the effect of body on 

threshold voltage. The above equation shows that higher the value of VDS then higher will be the 

leakage. From the above equation it can also be conclude that more the body effect modulates 

the threshold voltage then lesser will be the leakage. Sub-threshold current can be reduced by 

connecting the transistors in stack mode [1]. 

In figure 3 the drain of transistor N2 is at VDD so the transistors will leak. To establish the same 

current in both the transistors, node VX will go high as a result of which drain to source voltage 

of N2 will go down and in this way leakage current will be reduced. 

 

Figure 3: Reduction in sub-Threshold leakage due to stack effect[1] 

2. Gate Leakage 

 Gate leakage occurs when carries tunnel through the gate oxide dielectric on application of high 

voltage to the gate. Gate leakage is a strong function of the oxide thickness and voltage applied 

to the gate. 
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Figure 4: Reduction in gate leakage due to stack effect [1]                                           Figure 5: Gate leakage [1] 

In figure 5, N1 is ON and the gate to source voltage seen by the transistor N1 will be VDD. On 

the other hand, in figure 4, N2 is ON and the gate to source voltage seen by the transistor will be 

VT. As gate leakage is a function of VGS, the effect of leakage in the figure 4 will be less. In both 

the cases, it is assumed that OFF transistor experiences no leakage. Thus, the gate leakage can 

also be reduced by stacking transistors such that OFF transistor is nearer to the rail [1]. 

3. Junction Leakage 

 It takes place when source or drain region are at different potential from substrate because of 

formation of a reverse biased diode between n+( source or drain ) and p+(substrate). Although 

the leakage current of reverse biased diode is usually negligible, but the leakage currents due to 

BTBT (Band to Band Tunneling) and GIDL (Gate Induced Drain Lowering) effects can be 

comparable to the sub-threshold current in High VT transistors. BTBT is maximum when the 

voltage between the drain and body is high and the effect of GIDL is maximum when transistor 

is OFF and high voltage is applied to the drain.  

4. Power Gating 

 Power Gating is the most effective technique to reduce static current by turning off the power 

supply in the sleep mode. 
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Figure 6: Power Gating [1] 

 For Sleep =0 , VDD= VDDV and when Sleep = 1 , VDDV eventually settles to logic low . During 

this time node, VDDV might acquire some unwanted voltage level. This requires output isolation 

gates to force the voltage to an acceptable level, so that they do not cause problems.  

5. Multiple Threshold Voltages and Oxide Thickness 

Low VT transistors are used on critical paths to maintain the high speed whereas, high VT 

transistors can be used on remaining paths use to minimize leakage. Similarly gate leakage is 

minimum in high oxide devices however, such devices they are not adequate for high speed 

applications [1]. 

6. Variable Threshold Voltages 

To achieve high current in active mode and low leakage current in sleep mode, threshold voltage 

can be varied by applying proper body bias. This technique is called Variable Threshold CMOS. 
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2. RAZOR AND CANARY LOGIC 

The previous chapter mainly focused on power, its types and how to minimize it. In this chapter 

focus will be on the implementation of power and speed efficient design. In deep submicron 

technologies, consideration of design margin will increase.  In these technologies process 

variations will increase the requirements of design margins. Lower supply voltage and higher 

clock frequency will further alleviate the issue of design margin. Thus in order to realize various 

designs in these technologies only typical case design methodology is considered assuming rare 

occurrence of  worst case design. 

2.1 TYPICAL CASE DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

In this methodology designer divide its design into two parts 

1) Performance Oriented Design 

2) Function Guaranteed Design 

In Performance oriented design, designer has to think only about the typical cases and need not 

worry about worst possible cases. Since worst possible cases are not considered in this part that’s 

why lesser number of design constraints will be there resulting in easy designs [2]. 

In function guaranteed design designer has to consider only about the function and not about the 

performance therefore all the worst cases possible will be included here [2]. 

 Every critical function in LSI chip is designed by combing two methods. One is called the main 

part and other is called the checker part. While designing the main part, main emphasis is on the 

functionality. The main part might have some errors in its design and the error part provides 

reliability to the main part. The error part detects the errors that occur in the main part and thus 

has to satisfy all the design margins. 
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Figure 7: Typical case design methodologies [2] 

Various examples of typical case design methodology are Razor and Canary Logic, CTV [3,4] 

and approximation circuits [5], ANT [6] and Teatime Circuits [7].  

CTV [13] circuits generally makes use of input value variations. It is based on the fact that 

critical path are not always selected. In case of a failure CTV circuits has an approximate circuit 

to determine the timing violation and also has a desired back up to remove that violation. 

ANT [6] circuit uses theoretical approach to determine lower bounds on energy and 

performance. Various circuit techniques and algorithms are generally developed to determine 

these bounds. 

Teatime Circuits [7] uses a tracking circuit to identify the worst case margins. As long as 

tracking circuit is working fine we can lower the supply voltage and frequency. 

In the approximation circuits [5], approximate circuit is used instead of actual circuit. The 

approximate circuit runs at higher frequency when compared to actual circuit and usually 

produces the correct results. In case it fails then the system utilising the approximate circuit must 

recover to a safe point. 

This thesis will mainly focus on Razor and Canary Logic. 

2.2 RAZOR LOGIC 
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The main concept behind the Razor logic is Dynamic Voltage Scaling. As mentioned previously 

in dynamic voltage scaling voltage is getting scaled to save dynamic power, in razor logic we are 

reducing the voltage margins to save power. Based upon the error difference voltage, controller 

will model the voltage, as shown in figure 8. A low voltage difference indicates that the supply 

voltage can be decreased and a high difference indicates that supply voltage must be increased to 

maintain a predefined error rate. 

 

Figure 8: Razor DVS System [2] 

To implement the logic discussed above, a Razor flop was proposed. 

 

Figure 9: Razor system [2] 

In a Razor flop, each main flop has its own shadow flop. A clock is provided to the main flop but 

a delayed version of the clock is provided to the shadow flop. Thus, the shadow flop is always 

expected to hold correct values even though a timing violation may have occurred in the main 

flop. In the design shown in figure 9, apart from error detection, error correction has also been 

done. An EXOR gate is used to compare the values of output of the main flop to the shadow 
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flop. In case of a mismatch, timing error is reported and output of the EXOR gate will go high. 

The output of the EXOR gate is also the select line of the multiplexer which will go high in case 

of mismatch. During timing violation, instead of taking input from previous stage, the Razor flop 

will reflect the output of the shadow flop and during the next cycle, correct data will be 

forwarded to the next stage. 

 One of the major disadvantages of the flop design is the vulnerability of the shadow flop to 

timing violations, thereby, making the design too dependent on the working of the shadow flop. 

2.2 CANARY FLOP 

Razor flop has several shortcomings. Canary flop is an improvement over the Razor flop. 

Analogous to the canary bird used by the miners to test a mine, the canary flop can be used to 

test for possible timing violations. The timing error is predicted by comparing the value of the 

main flop with that of the canary flop. It is obvious from the design mentioned in figure10, that  

data input to the canary flop is delayed instead of clock. So the canary flop will run into timing 

violation before the main flop .An alert signal triggers a warning for possible timing violations.  

 

Figure 10: Canary System [2] 

      This design has following advantages over the Razor design: 

1. Elimination of delayed clock [2]: The usage of a single phase clock greatly simplifies the 

design. It also eliminates the short path problem  [8] that we counter in the razor flop 
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2. Robustness for variations [2]: the delay buffer used in the canary flop has a positive delay. 

Canary flop will always run into timing error much before the main flop no matter how the 

PVT variations affect the delay buffer. 

3. Protection against timing errors [2]: Canary flop protects the main flop from timing errors 

i.e. it gives a precautionary warning for timing violations thus preventing timing violations 

on the main flop, making the correction mechanism redundant. Alert signal here triggers 

voltage or frequency control. 
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3 PROPOSED DESIGN 

In the previous chapter, block level implementation of Razor and Canary flop was discussed. In 

this chapter, focus will be on transistor level design of Razor and Canary flops .Previously 

designed Razor flops shall be compared with the proposed design. 

3.1 DESIGN OF RAZOR FLOP 

3.1 Basic Design of Razor Flop 

 

FIGURE 11: RAZOR FLOP 

 

This is the most basic design of Razor Flop. This circuit has three components  

1) Flop 

2) Delay Cell 

3) Exor Gate 
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                                Figure 12: delay cell                                                                                                                   Figure 13: exor gate            

Figures 12, 13, 14 are the schematics of the Delay Cell, XOR gate and D flip flop respectively.  

These are used in the design of Razor Flop. D flip flop in figure 14 is a master slave flip flop and 

is having an asynchronous reset. Asynchronous reset when activated will force the output Q to 

go high and is incorporated in the design of D flip flop by using a NAND gate. Delay cell is 

implemented by connecting a series of buffers in series on the other hand XOR gate is 

implemented by connecting two chains of NMOS and PMOS transistors in parallel.                         

 

Figure 14: D flip flop 
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As previously mentioned, this design of razor flop will predict timing error by comparing the 

output of two flops. Output will remain low when data has setup before the rising edge of the 

clock and will go high when one of the flops used in the design has undergone timing violation. 

A plot of optimal working of the Razor flop is shown in figure 15. No setup violations were 

present, thereby keeping the output of the EXOR gate low. Setup violations force the value of 

EXOR gate high, as obvious from figure 16. 

                 

Figure 15: Output keeping low due to no set up violations                                            Figure 16: Set up violations forcing output high 

The entire mechanism of detection of timing violation is based on delay cell, shadow flop and 

the EXOR Gate. But the problem with this design is that if somehow data gets delayed with the 

delay greater than the delay by which clock to the second flop is being delayed, then both the 

flops will miss the data and the flag output instead of going high will remain low. Figure 17 

shown below represents above mentioned drawback of Razor flop.  
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Figure 17: Drawback of razor flop 

3.2 CANARY FLOP 

The main difference between the canary flop and razor flop is that in the canary flop input to one 

of the flop was getting delayed  whereas in the razor flop clock was being delayed. So the razor 

flop actually detect timing violation in a given flop whereas canary flop gives the warning that 

timing violation is about to occur in a flop. In the schematic design of the canary flop same 

components were used that were used in the construction of the razor flop but in this design 

some improvements were made in comparison to the razor circuit like usage of single phase 

clock, design was more robust and complexity was reduced. 
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Figure 18: Canary Flop 

Figures 19 and 20 explain the working of canary flop. Figure 19 represents output staying low 

when both the both the flops were able to catch the edge of data before the rising edge of the 

clock. Figure 20 represents the canary flop giving precautionary warning that timing violation is 

about to occur in main flop. 

                            

Figure 19: Output staying low when there is no timing violation                               Figure 20: Set up Violation forces the output to go high 
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Here also the same problems persists which was coming in the razor circuit that is dependency 

on the other sequential circuit to detect timing violation and the output staying low when both the 

flops have undergone timing violation as shown in figure 21 

 

Figure 21: Drawback of canary flop 

From the previous designs of razor and canary flops conclusion can be drawn that to design a 

proper razor flop, design should pass following figure of merits 

1. Avoid using sequential circuits like latches and flops in design of razor flops: Since latch 

and flops are triggered by clocks. So there will always be a possibility of occurrence of 

timing violations in these circuits.  

2. Design should be robust to PVT variations: Design should be constructed in such a way 

that it should be able to detect timing violation at each and every design corners, 

temperatures, supply voltages and threshold voltages. 

3. Minimum Area: Since in VLSI industry area is money, design should be constructed with 

minimum possible transistors. 
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Keeping the following figure of merits in mind a design has been proposed to detect timing 

errors. The design consists of two major blocks delay cells and transition detector. Transition 

detector block is controlled by clock and apart from that the entire design is combinational. 

3.3 IDEA BEHIND THE DESIGN 

The main logic behind the design was to identify the node where the effects of timing violations 

will appear first and then display that violation at the output using some combinational blocks. 

3.4 IDENTIFICATION OF A NODE 

 Flop consists of two latches master and slave. Master is active during first half cycle of clock 

and slave is active during the other half. The data passed on to the master latch during the first 

half will be passed on to the slave during the other half. Since data is passing through the master 

latch first so it means  if timing error has to occur it would occur in the master latch first and then 

during the other half of the cycle it would be passed to the slave latch. Thus node where the 

violation is appearing will be in the master latch. Since setup violation is due to the transition of 

data after a predefined time before the clock edge. Thus the violated node will definitely be the 

output of the transistor to which clock is input. Thus in the proposed design violation will be 

appearing first at the output of the pass transistor connected in the master latch. 

3.5 SETUP VIOLATION IN THE CIRCUIT 

Let’s consider that at the input D of a flip flop is a falling pulse. So the output of inverter will be 

a rising pulse. If the transition of input D from high to low happens well before the rising edge of 

a clock then pass transistor will have sufficient time to pass the output of inverter to node N. But 

if transition of input D happens somewhat closer to the edge of a clock then pass transistor (as 

pass transistor is active during the negative half of clock) will not be able to pass the output of 

inverter to node N and instead of taking value at node N as logic 1 it will consider a logic 0. As a 

result of this output of NAND gate will be 1 instead of 0 (considering R_B as 1). As a result of 

this output of tri-state inverter becomes 0 and thus instead of logic 1 logic 0 gets feedback to the 

node N. Figure 22 shown below represents the output of node N during normal and timing 

violation cases. 
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Identification of the node is done. So the task now is to represent the violated case at the output 

such that the Flag (output of entire circuit) should remain low during normal cases and it should 

go high during violated cases. 

 

Figure 22: Output of Node N during normal and timing violation cases 

 

3.6 DELAY AND TRANSITION DETECTOR BLOCK 

 

Delay Block as the name suggests adds small amount of delay between the waveforms. 

Transition detector block is used to capture the transitions happening at various nodes. Transition 

detector is made up of 2 parallel chains of NMOS and PMOS transistors controlled by clock 

signal. One chain is for falling transition and other chain is for rising transition. Two chains of 

NMOS transistors are for passing logic low when setup violation is not occurring in the circuit 
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whereas chains of PMOS transistors are for passing logic high during set up violation cases. At 

the output of the transition detector a tri-state inverter is connected in feedback to prevent the 

output flag node from getting discharged. Figures 23 and 24 represent the schematic of delay 

Block and transition detector block. In figure 23 DX and DX_BAR are the pulses generated 

using input pulse D whereas DN and DN_BAR are the pulses generated using pulse at node N.  

When input D is a falling pulse, DX_BAR and DN pulse will pass logic low during normal cases 

on the other hand DX and DN pulse will pass logic high during violation cases. When input D is 

a rising pulse, DX and DN_BAR pulse will pass logic low during normal cases on the other hand 

DX_BAR and DN_BAR pulse will pass logic high during violation cases. 

 

Figure 23: Delay Block 
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Figure 24: Transition Detector Block 
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Figure 25: Schematic of the proposed razor flop 

3.7 TESTING OF THE PROPOSED CIRCUIT 

Design of the circuit is complete therefore it’s testing should be done at various cases of input. 

1. Input is a falling pulse 

2. Input is a rising pulse 

3. Input is a combination of rising and falling pulse 

Figures 26, 27 represent the outputs for falling pulse during normal cases (when there is no set 

up violation) and during set up violation. Similarly figures 28, 29 represent the outputs for rising 

pulse for the above mentioned cases. Figure 30 represents the outputs when input is combination 

of rising and falling pulse. 
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Figure 26: flag remaining low when there is no setup violation                  Figure 27: Setup Violation raising the output flag high 

                            

Figure 28: flag remaining low when there is no setup violation                            Figure 29: Set up Violation raising the output flag high 
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Figure 30: flag remaining low during normal cases and then going high for falling case and then going high for rising case 

3.8  COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED DESIGN  

 RAZOR-1[9]  RAZOR-II 

[10] 

DSTB 

[11,12] 

RAZOR-LITE 

[13] 

Proposed 

Design 

TYPE Flop Latch Latch Latch Flop 

No of Transistors 44 31 26 8 32 

Clock Path Loading Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Data Path Loading 

 

Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Usage of circuitry to 

detect Timing Violation 

Sequential Apart from 

transition 

detector the 

entire design 

is sequential 

Sequential Combinational Apart from 

transition 

detector the 

entire design 

is sequential  
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Although the Razor-Lite design has advantages of clock path loading, data path loading, less no 

of transistors incorporated in design but the biggest disadvantage of the design is that entire 

circuitry has dependency on threshold voltage and the design is not successful for lower supply 

voltages. 

 

On the other hand DSTB design of Razor flop incorporates sequential circuitry to detect timing 

violation. Since sequential circuits are itself triggered by clock there is high probability of 

occurrence of timing violations in theses circuits and output getting corrupted 

Although our design requires extra transistor to detect timing violations but the design is free 

from the limitations mentioned above.  
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4 ON CHIP DELAY MEASUREMENT 

 In the last chapter discussion was about the transistor level implementation of Razor Flop. This 

chapter will discuss how Razor flop will acts as an important building block in on chip delay 

measurement 

4.1 NECESSITY OF ON CHIP DELAY MEASUREMENT 

In high speed systems delay is one of the most important parameters that can affect system 

performance. There are many off chip measurements like spectrum analyzer, sampling 

oscilloscope, time interval analyzer that can measure delay but as the complexity of the system 

and chip integration increases these off chip instruments offers many demerits. 

1. Accessibility: The main requirement of these off chip instruments is that signal which is 

under test has to accessible to the test probe. However now days this cannot be always 

guaranteed due to the highly integrated SOC’s. 

2. Loading: The signals which we are using are high frequency signals which are extremely 

sensitive. The parasitic capacitance and inductance associated with the test probe may 

introduce distortion in the measurement. 

3. Test Cost Challenge: These off chip instruments are really expensive and they also need 

longer time for setup and calibration. These disadvantages may limit their effectiveness 

for high volume production. 

Currently On chip delay measurement is done by using three techniques [14] 

1. Vernier Delay Line: Based on Vernier concept. Offers good resolution and is robust. 

Main Disadvantage is that while measuring delays of higher order area overhead will be 

large. [15]-[17] 

2. Ring Oscillator: Here, delay to be measured is made part of ring oscillator and frequency 

of oscillations is measured with or without it. Resolution is limited here [18]-[20] 

3. Time to Voltage Conversion: Here delay to be measured is converted to a voltage level 

which in turn is converted to a digital output using ADC etc. Calibration and robustness 

are issues here [21]-[23] 

4.2 PROPOSED DELAY MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 
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In the proposed delay measurement technique razor flop is being used as an important building 

block to measure delay. Testing of the circuitry is done using NVM macro. Access time of the 

NVM macro is being measured using the proposed circuitry. In flash memories access time is 

defined as that time after which data becomes reliable for the next cycle or access time is the 

time that can be tolerated without causing setup violation for the next cycle. 

 

Figure 31: Proposed Technique 

              

In the figure 31 shown above time between the rising edge of the clock and the corresponding 

edge (rising / falling) of the data needs to be measured. Let‘s say initially at the start clock period 

is 100ns and time (need to measure) after which the data comes is 37ns. So for the next clock 

cycle there will be no violation. Then shrink the clock period to say 50ns and again for the next 

clock cycle there will be no violation. Now again shrink the clock period to 37ns then there will 

be a timing violation which would be detected by the razor circuitry attached to the flop. Then 

that clock period will be access time. 

Thus measurement of access time requires a clock whose period can be controlled. Thus, the 

implementation of above mentioned technique requires construction of ring oscillator generating 

clocks of different period. 

 

4.3  DELAY GENERATING CLOCK 

In figure 32 shown below two types of delay cells are being used: D1 and D2. D1 is introducing 

a delay of 1ns and D2 is introducing a delay of 40ps. 8x1 and 4x1 are the multiplexers that are 

Access time 

Clock 

                

RE 

Data 

Access time 
Access Time  
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being used to generate proper amount of delay using the delay cells D1 and D2. Minimum and 

maximum clock period which can be generated is 3.54ns (all the select line are zero) and 

43.847ns (all the select lines are one). Minimum delay which can be added is 40ps by making 

one of the select lines 1 (3.40ns). Thus the resolution of circuit is 40ps 

 

Figure 32: Delay generating block 

 

Figure 33, 34, 35 shows the clocks of different period generated using delay generating block. 
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Figure 33: Minimum period clock 

 

Figure 34: Maximum period clock 

 

Figure 35: Intermediate period clock 

So far clocks of different periods have been generated; the only thing left is the construction of 

the delay measurement circuitry and the measurement of the access time of the NVM Macro. 

4.4  DELAY MEASUREMENT BLOCK 
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Delay Measurement Circuitry consists of an ring oscillator, delay generating block, setup 

violation detector (flop and razor circuitry), 2x1 multiplexer and another flop connected in toggle 

mode for the on chip delay measurement. The clock for the NVM macro is generated by the ring 

oscillator and output of the macro is connected to input of D flop. If the timing violation takes 

place in the circuit the output of the razor circuitry will go high which in turn is connected to the 

select line of the multiplexer. If the select line of the multiplexer is high clock corresponding to 

the setup violation will go into the clock input of the flip flop and the output will of the flip flop 

will be a signal having twice the period of the clock for which timing violation have taken place. 

 

Figure 36: Delay Measurement Circuitry 

As mentioned before access time of the non volatile memory is equal to the time period of the 

clock. So the relation between the access time and output signal will be 

                         

Maximum error in the measurement is equal to the: (                                  

                                                          

Error due to Toggling flops 
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FIGURE 37: REPRESENTING ERROR IN THE TOGGLING FLOP 

4.5 Delay Measurement 

Figure 38 and 39 show two different cases of on chip delay measurement. Data is arriving at 

25.05 ns. In fig 28 since clock period is greater than 25.05ns no timing violation occurred 

that ‘s why  flag remained low and no on chip delay measurement took place. 

 

  Figure 38: case of no timing violation and no delay measurement 
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But in figure 39, with reduction in clock period, a setup violation, caused by early clock 

arrival causes a setup violation. As a result output flag was raised and consequently delay 

was measured at the output of the toggling flop. 

                                  

Figure 39: ON Chip Delay Measurement 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The concept of Power dissipation in the CMOS circuits has been discussed in detail in this 

dissertation. Various techniques to minimise static and dynamic power have also been briefly 

reviewed. Timing violations have been briefly described and popular circuits to detect them have 

been reviewed. Problems with these circuits have forced designers to implement novel solutions 

with regard to area and power conservation. A new Razor flop utilising transition detector and 

buffer cell to detect timing violation has been proposed in this dissertation. 

The necessity of “ On chip Delay Measurement” in wake of problems such as accessibility, 

loading, manufacturing cost with regard to off chip measurements, has forced designers to look 

for techniques to utilize on chip circuit components for delay detection. In this regard, a new 

technique based on Razor flop has been proposed. This technique uses setup time failures to 

calculate memory access time. The technique has been implemented using basic combinational 

and sequential circuits in 90nm technology. The entire set up starting from clock generation to on 

chip delay measurement has been verified and results have been found to be reasonably accurate.  

Future work may relate to improvements in resolution, accuracy oscillator and razor flop design  
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